The range Pearchin (or virldowing) problem asks for an accommodation of a set of objects such that those objects that lie (partially) in a given axis-parallel rectangle can be reported efficiently.
Abstract.
The range Pearchin (or virldowing) problem asks for an accommodation of a set of objects such that those objects that lie (partially) in a given axis-parallel rectangle can be reported efficiently.
We solve the range searching problem for a set of n non-intersecting, but possibly touching, line segments in the plane and give a data etructure that allows.for range queries in O(k+ log2 n) time, where k is the number of reported answers. The structure Is dynamic and allows for insertions and deletions of line segments in O(log2 n) time. The structure uses O(n log n) storage. The related problem of moving the window (range) parallel to one of the coordinate-axes, datermining the first line segment that will become visible or stops being visible, is treated aa well and similar bounds are obtained.
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Introduction.
Given a set of n objects in d-dimensional apace, the range oearching prob:rm acrks for an accommodation of these objects such that those objects that lie (partially) in a given d-dimensional axin-parallel hyperrectangle can be computed efficiently.
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we get in our example. At each node the segments are indicated that bave to come in the 888ociated structure. Some care has to be taken at the leaver.
In each leaf g with interval [yi:yi+L) we store the segment sg belonging to (xi,y,,) when (xi,yi) is the lowest endpoint of this segment. Otherwise ag is empty. (ThesesS segments are not shown in figure   3 .)
We will first show hov a query vith a horirontal line segment a can be performed. Let the left and right endpoints of s be (xl,y) and (x2,y). We search with y in S. Lst the nodes pAstred be gL,g2.
. . . . of O(log n), using O(n log n) storage.
As noted above, some care has to be taken that line negmcntr are reported only once. Using the method described, some line segment might be located up to five times (e.g.. when it goes through two corners of the range and has its mid-point in the range). This can be avoided in the following way. When we find some line segment sf to be reported, we first check whether it will be found later again. As we perform the five queries (with at, sb' a1 and sr and the range query) in a fixed order, this can be done in O(1) time by looking at the way si intersects the range r. When sf will not be found later again we report it now. Otherwise we do not report It.
These observations lead us to the following reeult : where k is the number of reported answers.
Moving.
As indicated above the range searching problem is the same as the windowing problem considered in graphics.
After windowing a set of objects it is often required that the window can be moved over the set of objects in the plane, keeping track of the objects currently visible within the window.
We will only allow moving of the window parallel to one of the coordinate-axes. We must be able to lo- given a set of points and a vertical line segment 8, determine the first point(s) we encounter when moving 8 to the right. The structure described in Section 2.3. can easily be adapted to solve the first subproblem. Consider the horirontal line segment sp that starts at p and rune to the right upto infinity. We search with this segment in the structure S, but, when we search in some aseociated structure S we do not report all line segments that have a point in common with sp but only the first one, or, if the first segment has p as the common point, we report the second one. This can easily be done and the query time becomes O(log* n). In this way we obtain O(log n) line segments that have a point in c-on with sp.
These O(log n) segments we check to locate the one that is hit first when moving p to the right. This adds another O(log n) to the query time. give such a point in O(log* n) time. Let the dlstance from sl to the point found be 61. In a similar way we can determine 6, that is the distance the right border sr has to move to reach a point.
Let us look at the minimum of 6, 61 and 6,. 
